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There are many historical heritages and over 50 million tourists a year have been visited in Kyoto. But, there are many faults, such as a Hanaore 
fault. If a disaster occurs, an emergency vehicle may be unable to pass smoothly. Therefore, it is necessary to implement measures, such as traffic 
management, after a seismic hazard. In this research, traffic situation during disasters is estimated by person trip survey data and questionnaire 
data about traffic behaviors on disasters. And the network is presumed by using the probability which cars can pass during disasters. As a result, 
traffic congestion is improved by restricting inflow traffic into Kyoto. 
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㓄ศ஺㏻㔞ࢆ⟬ฟࡋࡓᚋࠊᐇ ್࡛࠶ࡿᖹᡂ 17 ᖺᗘ㐨㊰஺㏻ࢭࣥࢧࢫࡢㄪᰝ༊㛫஺㏻㔞 7)࡜ẚ㍑ࡋࡓࠋࡋ࠿ࡋࠊ
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㓄ศ᪉ἲࡣࢲ࢖ࢡࢫࢺࣛἲ࡟ࡼࡿ᭱▷⤒㊰᥈⣴࡜ Frank-Wolfeἲࢆ౑ࡗࡓ 8)ࠋࡇࡇ࡛ࡢ཰᮰᮲௳ࡣㄗᕪࡀ 0.002㸣௨
ୗ࡜ࡋࡓࠋ ㆙ᐹᗇཬࡧᅜᅵ஺㏻┬࡟ࡼࡿࠕ㐨㊰஺㏻᝟ሗࡢᥦ౪ࡢᅾࡾ᪉࡟㛵ࡍࡿᇶᮏⓗ⪃࠼᪉ࠖ9)ࢆཧ↷ࡋࠊ᪑⾜㏿
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඲ᡭẁ஺㏻㔞 ycommuteࡣᖹᖖ᫬ฟ໅┠ⓗ஺㏻㔞 xcommuteࡢ 16%㹼62%ࡢ⠊ᅖ࡛Ⓨ⏕ࡍࡿ࡜⪃࠼ࡽࢀࡿࠋ 
ࡉࡽ࡟ࠊරᗜ┴༡㒊ᆅ㟈ࡢᐇែㄪᰝ࠿ࡽࠊ㟈⅏ 2᪥ᚋ࡟࠾࠸࡚ฟ໅┠ⓗ࡛⮬ື㌴ࢆ฼⏝ࡋࡓேࡢ๭ྜ R3ࡣ⣙ 40%࡛
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ࡢẚ⋡ࢆ⟬ฟࡋࠊ⅏ᐖ᫬ฟ໅┠ⓗ⮬ື㌴஺㏻㔞 y1࡟᥃ࡅࡿࡇ࡜࡛ฟ໅┠ⓗ௨እࡢ⅏ᐖ᫬ྛ┠ⓗ⮬ື㌴஺㏻㔞 yi㸦2ӌi
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22.6㸣ࡢ⠊ᅖ࡜࡞ࡿࠋ᭱ᚋ࡟ࠊྠㄪᰝࡢ⮬ື㌴࡟ࡼࡿⓎ⏕࠾ࡼࡧ⁫␃ࢺࣜࢵࣉᩘ࠿ࡽࠊ඲᫬㛫ᖏ࡟ᑐࡍࡿ 8᫬ྎࡢⓎ 
⏕ࢺࣜࢵࣉᩘࡢ๭ྜ R4ࡣ 9.1%࡛࠶ࡿࡇ࡜࠿ࡽࠊ㟈⅏ 2᪥┠࡟࠾ࡅࡿ⅏ᐖ᫬ 8᫬ྎ඲┠ⓗ⮬ື㌴஺㏻㔞 Y8-9ࡣࠊᖹᖖ
᫬඲┠ⓗ඲ᡭẁ஺㏻㔞Xallࡢ 0.53㸣㹼2.06㸣ࡢ⠊ᅖ࡟࡞ࡿ࡜⪃࠼ࡽࢀࡿࠋ 
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